
French Grey Kitchen

Brief 
This room was very dark and in need of modernisation. The existing kitchen units were 
good quality, solid wood with granite work tops so the client couldn’t justify the cost of 

striping them out only to replace them with something very similar. The project therefore 
involved changing the finishes, colours and style of the room whilst still using the existing 

kitchen units. There was a need to update the electrics, put in new spotlights, skim the 
ceiling to cover the Artex, as well as a  very clear wish list with a budget set by the client. 

 

The Design 
This kitchen has been transformed into a light, airy and modern room. We removed the old 
dark ceramic floor tiles, screeded the floor and laid new vinyl wood flooring. The lighting 
was updated with new spotlights and feature pendant hanging over the dining table. The 
kitchen units were professional painted in Little Greene French Grey and updated with 

new handles. A new oven, hob and extractor were installed and the electrical sockets 
swapped to a brushed chrome finish. The dark blue wall tiles were removed, the walls were 

skimmed and painted in a very pale grey. The tiles chosen for the splash back pulled 
together the colours the client wanted in the room. This then led on to the choice of fabric 

for the roman blinds and accessories that have finished off the look. 

 

Testimonial 
Our tired 1980s kitchen needed an update.  Whilst I knew the look I was  

trying to achieve I had no idea about how to make it a reality.  Becci was 

brilliant at breaking the design brief down and identifying where to start, 

the kitchen tiles!  Becci understood the look we were trying to achieve and 

within a few hours and a couple of shopping trips we had sourced tiles, 

fabric, flooring and paints.  The project has turned out better than I could 

have ever wished.  Friends think we have put a whole new kitchen in, but we 

have produced a gorgeous new look on a modest budget.  

Thank you Hiltingbury Interiors!  
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